Climate change

Carter Jones
Negative effects on health

- Respiratory diseases
- Heart diseases
- Increase in pest diseases
- Water and food diseases
- Affects everyone
- Can be devastating to those who don't have health care
Effects on agriculture

- Increase of temperature on plant

How many people will be pushed to hunger in an increase of 2 degrees celsius?

How many people will be pushed to hunger in an increase of 4 degrees celsius?

Food insecurity will become an even bigger problem with a rise of temperature
Effects on weather

- Heat waves
- Severe floods and rains
- Years-long droughts
- Wildfires
- Hurricanes

These extreme weather events cause people to relocate.

Those who are unable are left to deal with these problems.
Rhetorical analysis
“Inside the mind of a master procrastinator” by Tim Urban

Carter Jones
Summary

- Tim urban talks about college experience with procrastination
- Talks about what goes on in his brain with illustrations
- Gives insight to what people came to him about
- Talks about plan to help solve this
Personal Example

- Gave example of how he would write papers/how others would
- Talks about his 90 page senior thesis paper
- Shows how he distributed the work
- Used this to gain credibility and authority
Illustrations

- Silly little illustrations of Urbans brain
- Rational decision maker
- Instant gratification monkey
- Lightens mood
- Brings simplicity
- Helps audience comprehend
Emotionally connects

- Posts blog about procrastination
- Emails from doctors, nurses, lawyers, etc. saying how they were affected
- Connects to emotion with the audience to help them feel community/ not alone
- Everyone is a procrastinator
- 2 types of procrastination (with and without deadline)
- Helps push us to self progression and reflection
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